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TinEye is a reverse image search engine.
You can submit an image to TinEye to
find out where it came from, how it is
being used, if modified versions of the
image exist, or to find higher resolution
versions.

This domain search tool provides
information about domain names,
where they are registered, name servers
for websites as well as other public
information about websites such as
contact details.

Churnalism is a web tool and browser
extension to let you know when news
articles may have similarities with press
releases and other sources.

TinEye is the first image search engine
on the web to use image identification
technology rather than keywords,
metadata or watermarks. It is free to
use for non-commercial searching.

Domain owners can purchase domain
privacy when they buy a domain which
will prevent their information being
displayed on this website.

If Churnalism detects a high degree of
similarity (or “churn”) it will provide the
link to the original source of the
content.
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Webmii is a people search engine that
centralizes public information from
other websites. For each search Webmii
shows the source of the information
presented. The website generates an
online visibility score for a searched
person: the higher the score the more
visible the person is on the internet.

A geo-social footprint is the combined
bits of location information that a user
divulges through social media, which
ultimately forms the users location
"footprint". For Twitter.com users, this
footprint is created from GPS-enabled
tweets, social check-ins, natural
language location searching
(geocoding), and profile harvesting.

Google Maps provides directions,
interactive maps, and satellite/aerial
imagery of many countries. Users can
also search by keyword such as type of
business.

Whilst Webmii is a useful tool, the
search results provide information
about every visible person online of a
given name, this means that the
information presented can be a little
confusing at times, especially if there
are multiple prominent people with the
same name.

Particularly useful for investigation and
verification work is the Street View
feature, which can be used to
corroborate video and photo content.

This website provides Twitter users with
an opportunity to view their geosocial
footprint, and can be used to get a
sense for where a Twitter user is
located, or has visited recently.
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